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1	Opening of the Meeting
The inaugural meeting of the 3GPP TSG-T WG3 on USIM issues (hereafter referred to as T3) was opened by the convenor, Dr. Klaus Vedder.
2	Roll Call of Delegates
The meeting was attended by 33 delegates from 11 countries. A list of the delegates present can be found in Annex A of this report.
3	Input Documents / Agenda
T3-99001 contains the first draft of the agenda. Several modifications were made. The approved version can be found in T3-99031 and in annex B in this report.
4	Results from 3GPP Joint TSG meeting (7 - 8 Dec, 1998)
Two documents were registered to this agenda item for information. Both documents were presented by the TSG-T convenor, Dr Sang-Keun Park.
T3-99012 is the draft TSG report from meeting #1 held in Sophia Antipolis on the 7 - 8 December, 1998. Some comments were made:

-	regarding ToRs, service aspects needs to be clarified;
-	working group procedures may be needed.

These  issues could be discussed at the next joint TSG meeting in March.

T3-99013 is the summary of results from the TSG terminals part of the joint TSG meeting mentioned above. It was noted.
5	Presentation of USIM work from ARIB / TTC
T3-99006 is a report of the USIM standardisation activity in SWG7 under ARIB IMT-2000 Study Committee and TTC SWG6-2-1 in Japan, presented by the SWG7 chairman, Yoshio Honda. The aim of the document is to contribute to the future USIM standardisation process in 3GPP. SWG7 is responsible to specify an interface between USIM and MT, and SWG6-2-1 is working on the GSM network aspects for IMT-2000 system based on WCDMA.
It was noted that one aspect of the USIM in Japanese 3G system is not currently clear. Previous discussions within ARIB/TTC had concluded that USIM functionality shall be mandatory for 3G terminals but that it is optional for the USIM to be removable by the user.
Several ETSI delegates pointed out that security and logistical problems would have to be overcome if the USIM was not user-removable. For example, the PDC mobiles in Japan are currently "personalised" using a method specified in a special ARIB document that is made available only to operators and manufacturers under a special non-disclosure agreement with ARIB. It may be logistically difficult to extend this on a world-wide basis. Furthermore, it was commented that a mobile was not suitable for storing security related data.
It was concluded that further discussion on this topic would be required at the next TSG joint meeting.
T3-99005 is an approved document in ARIB SWG7 describing the UIM functionality and requirements in ARIB and TTC. It was explained that it was provided to T3 for reference and for possible use in the 3GPP USIM requirements specification.
It was noted that ARIB plan to adopt the 3GPP USIM specification when it is ready in December 1999 but a draft version in April 1999 is also required. It was noted that GSM 11.11 and GSM 11.12 are currently used as the baseline documents for GSM and ANSI IS-41 evolution systems. GSM 11.14 is currently included for the GSM evolution system but not currently for the ANSI IS-41 evolution system. GSM 11.18 has not yet been discussed within ARIB but this will be discussed in the near future.
6	Presentation of USIM work from ETSI
6.1	Summary of SMG9 GSM work
T3-99009 is a high level presentation of SMG9 work as given by the SMG9 chairman to the joint TSG meeting #1. It was noted
The SMG9 vice chairman, Nigel Barnes presented T3-99010. This is a  more detailed presentation of the current status of SMG9 work. It was noted.
6.2	Meeting report from SMG9 UMTS #7
T3-99003 is the report from the ETSI SMG9 UMTS meeting #7. The report was noted. It was commented that SMG9 had closed the group and that the work previously under the group's responsibility would now be done by T3.
6.3	Presentation of UMTS 21.11
T3-99002 contains UMTS 21.11, version 1.0.0. This has been approved by SMG9 for presentation to  ETSI SMG and T3. T3-99004 contains a summary of the status of the UMTS done by SMG9. Both documents were presented by the former SMG9 UMTS chairman, Günter Maringer.
7	Presentation of USIM work from T1
No input document was received from T1.
8	Presentation of USIM work from TTA
The TSG Terminals Convenor gave a brief presentation of the USIM situation in Korea. He stated that the 2G systems currently used in Korea did not utilise IC cards. He stated that they are following the activities and will contribute ideas as and when necessary. 
9	Handover of 3GPP partner work items
It was agreed that the UMTS 21.11 specification from ETSI SMG and the Japanese contribution in T3‑99005 should form the basis for the USIM functional requirement specification. It was noted that SMG9 will henceforth discontinue its work on UMTS 21.11. 
There were no ARIB stage 2 and stage 3 documents available for consideration by T3. It was therefore agreed to base the USIM / terminal interface specification on release 98 version of GSM 11.11 and GSM 11.12. The question of how to incorporate the work of the SMG9 Generics working party will be discussed at the next T3 meeting. 
10	Work plan / Terms of Reference
T3-99007 is a proposal for a work plan in 3GPP TSG-T WG3 from ARIB. Its states that because Japan has the intention to start the commercial service of IMT-2000 around April 2001, it is essential to have the first version of USIM specifications in April 1999. ARIB therefore proposes that T3 should have the first version (initial draft specifications) in April 1999, and a finalised version in December 1999.
T3-99008 contains a proposed list of evolution points for the initial draft USIM-MT specifications, which should be completed in April 1999. The evolution points refer to items for which the existing GSM SIM should be evolved into USIM.
A splinter group examined these two documents during the T3 meeting and as a result, produced T3‑99019. This document assigns three levels of priorities to a list of T3 work areas. Discussion concluded that specification of how T=1 will be supported could be completed by October and that the "store incoming calls" item should refer to both incoming and outgoing calls. It was noted that there is a requirement from ARIB to allow for 500 ADNs. These revisions were included in T3‑99028 and it was unanimously agreed. It will be presented to TSG-T #2 for information.
It was proposed that the testing for the USIM and for the USIM/terminal interface should be lead by T3. The proposal received some support and it was agreed that the issue should be discussed at the next TSG‑T meeting.
T3-99015 is a document originally submitted to the joint TSG meetings in December containing a draft terms of reference for a 3GPP USIM working party.  The document was used by the plenary as a basis for developing the terms of reference for T3. The first draft was made available as T3-99017 which was then revised to T3-99021 and finally agreed as T3-99033 for submission to TSG-T #2 for approval.
T3-99020 is a proposed LS to the TSGs regarding the technical co-ordination within 3GPP. The main proposal is that the four TSGs should meet jointly on a regular basis, perhaps 3 - 4 times a year. Some clarifications were made and the document was reissued first as T3-99025 and it was finally agreed for sending to TSG-T, TSG-T2 and TSG-T1. (Note: The T2 #1 meeting  (27 -29 Jan, 1999) also endorsed this document.)
11	Technical Issues
11.1	Mechanical/Electrical Interface
T3-99011 is a discussion document regarding the proposed new size of the SIM. The document refers to an SMG9 UMTS input document which was reissued as T3-99022. The discussion of the two documents showed that there was a need for further investigation with regard to technical and service aspects, the latter of which needs to be discussed and agreed by TSG-SA.
11.2	Security Principles
T3-99014 is an extract (annex 8) from the ARIB document "Volume 1: Requirements and Objectives for 3G Mobile Services and System". Annex 8 contains the principles that ARIB plan to base security on for the 3G systems. During the presentation of this document, several comments were noted:
-	regarding the tables in the document, the "O" character means that standardisation is required and the "X" means that it is not required;
-	regarding item 1 "Subscription Authentication" in table A8-4, the GSM algorithm column should be marked with an "X" rather than an "O".

It was noted that regarding security for the GSM evolution system, ARIB planned to use existing GSM security for the documents that needed to be ready by April. New security features could then be included in the 3GPP documents to be finalised by the end of the year.
During a general discussion on security issues, it was proposed that variable length parameters (SRES, Kc and RAND) for authentication, which may have quite an impact on the USIM specifications, would allow for more enhanced methods to be implemented in the future. ARIB SWG7 has recently sent a liaison on this subject to the ARIB group working on security, but has not yet received a response. 
T3-99023 is a draft LS to the TSG-SA4 requesting that that they examine the issue of allowing variable-length parameters for authentication. Some minor modifications were suggested and the document was finally agreed as T3-99027.
11.3	Usage of index files
T3-99018 is a technical discussion document on the usage of index files to allow the extension of EF functionality. The index files would contain two or more records, with each record containing a set of EF identifiers. EF identifiers contained in the same record indicate the location of extension files. The extension file can contain extended data that should be appended to the record in the original file or it may contain other data such as status information related to the record in the original EF. This functionality would bypass existing (in GSM 11.11) restrictions such as a maximum of 255 ADNs and only one alpha ID per ADN.
It was noted that this would require enhancement to the interface otherwise a user may have to wait some time for a search. It was noted that there was no equivalent work currently being undertaken in ISO/IEC WG4. It was agreed that this document should be used as the basis for future work within T3 on index files.
11.4	Discussion of GSM 11.11 v7.1.0
T3-99026 is a discussion document listing all the mandatory GSM SIM files and procedures, according to GSM 11.11 v7.1.0. It also proposes a list of GSM SIM optional files which are recommended to be part of a USIM application. It was noted and will be used when developing the USIM specification.
T3-99030 is a report of the splinter group who reviewed GSM 11.11 during T3 #1. The aim was to determine which parts of GSM 11.11 had to be used for the 3GPP technical specifications and which parts were not required. It was concluded that:
-	clauses 4 and 5 of GSM 11.11 will be moved to the Generics document. A draft of this document will be available at the T3 #2 meeting;
-	clause 6 - Nokia (RL and PV) will examine and report back to T3 #2;
-	clause 7 - NB will attend the next TSG-SA WG3. Regarding application identifiers, the ISO/IEC method seems the most suitable. EG 201 220, describes the process within ETSI for applying for application identifiers;
-	clauses 8 & 9 - Nokia (RL and PV) will examine and report back to T3#2;
-	clause 10 - Input required from ARIB as to which files are required for backwards compatibility with PDC; 
-	a new clause would be required in the USIM specification regarding application downloading and management, but the functional description still requires further elaboration.

12	USIM functional characteristics
T3-99002 contains UMTS 21.11 (USIM and IC card requirements) version 1.0.0 as approved by SMG9 for presentation to T3 #1.
It was clarified that logical channels were required only if there were two (or more) applications and if they are both active at once. It was thought that this may not be necessary for the first UICCs. It was questioned whether both T=0 and T=1 need to be supported and which parts of T=1 need to be supported? It was agreed that this issue needs further investigation at future meetings.
Subclause 4.1 of UMTS 21.11 v1.0.0 contains material about file access conditions. However, the meeting concluded that the detailed descriptions of two particular methods of achieving the requirements were unsuitable for a requirements document and so it was agreed that subclauses 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 should be removed from the specification. T3-99032 contains a revised version of 21.11 (version 1.1.0) with these two subclauses removed and several editorial changes to reflect that the document is now a 3GPP document rather than an ETSI document.
T3-99005 is an approved document in ARIB SWG7 describing the UIM functionality and requirements in ARIB and TTC. It was explained that it was provided to T3 for reference and for possible use in the 3GPP USIM requirements specification.
It was agreed that one of the main tasks for the next T3 meeting would be to combine T3‑99005 and T3‑99032. Several action points were created to allocate tasks in order to further this work. A list of these action points can be found in Annex E of this report.
13	Any Other Business
13.1	USIM removability
During the T3 meeting, a splinter group discussed the issue of whether it should be mandatory or optional for the USIM to be removable. Some of the points raised during the discussion were:
Arguments in favour of a removable UICC:
-	more flexibility (i.e. plastic roaming);
-	higher security (storage of algorithms and keys in security modules; OTA personalization would require keys to be loaded into the mobile);
-	GSM operators would like to retain SIM toolkit. (Banks, for example, are not likely not allow banking keys to be downloaded and stored on a mobile.) This could lead to operator specific mobiles and thus segregate the market for terminals.
-	it is possible for each 3G operator to have their own security algorithms and this need not be disclosed to other operators;
-	GSM operators would not have to change terminal personalisation and distribution methods;
-	the number of "security interfaces" of an operator is quite limited (small number of USIM manufacturers compared to a large number (all) of terminal manufacturers);
-	terminal manufacturers need no high security environment for the personalization of terminals;
-	the change of security algorithms and subscriber specific keys is comparatively easy;

The point of view of Ericsson and Nokia is there should only be one solution and that should be the removable UICC.
Arguments in favour of a non-removable UICC:
-	smaller terminals would be possible without a ICC reader;
-	Japanese and Korean operators would not have to change terminal personalisation and distribution methods.

General comments:
-	It was noted that Vodafone had conducted a trial of  specially modified CDMA terminals using a normal unmodified GSM SIM. Delegates interested in receiving a report of this trial should contact Vodafone to obtain a copy;
-	Differences in regional 3GPP specification should only exist for regulatory reasons;
-	ARIB do not have a requirement for OTA personalisation for the first 3G systems to be specified by April 1999.

Open issues:
-	What are the alternatives to a removable UICC?
-	If a removable UICC is not mandatory, how would the keys/algorithms get loaded into the mobile? Will be operator/country specific? Or a standardised one?

Further input on this topic is required, in particular from TSG SA4.

14	Meeting Plan
The meeting agreed the dates for T3 #2 and also proposed dates for T3 #3.
Meeting
Date
Host
Location
3GPP T3 #2
17 - 19 Feb, 1999
Giesecke & Devrient
Munich, Germany
3GPP T3 #3
17 - 19 March, 1999
NTT DoCoMo
Tokyo, Japan

----- Related meetings and other ad hoc groups (for information) ------
ETSI SMG9 Generics
15 - 16 Feb, 1999
Giesecke & Devrient
Munich, Germany
3GPP TSG-T #2
2 - 4 March, 1999

Fort Lauderdale, USA
ETSI SMG9 #18
31 May - 4 June, 1999
Finnet, Nokia, Sonera, Telehallintokeskus
Aaland Islands, Finland
ETSI SMG9 #19
27th Sep to 1st Oct, 1999
Giesecke & Devrient, Siemens
Munich, Germany

It was noted that all T3 delegates were also invited to attend the ETSI SMG9 Generics meeting that will be held immediately before the next T3 meeting.
Several delegates requested that some or all TST Terminals WG meeting be held serially. It was concluded that where possible, this would be done but that in practice, this may be rather difficult to achieve.
15	Closing of the Meeting
The meeting was closed at 12:00. The Chairman thanked the delegates for their attendance and co-operation in making a successful start to the USIM working group and ETSI for having hosted and supported the meeting.
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ANNEX C	Access to 3GPP documents
This document briefly outlines some of the more important locations of information that all T3 members should be aware of. 
3GPP email lists:
To receive information about T3 issues, all delegates and other interested parties MUST register for email list 3GPP_TSG_T_WG3. This can be done by sending an email to LISTSERV@LIST.3GPP.ORG with the following single line of text in the body of the message:
subscribe  3GPP_TSG_T_WG3  YourFirstName  YourLastName

There are many other 3GPP email lists that may also be of interest. Go to http://www.3gpp.org/e‑mail.htm for further information.
If at any time you would like to confirm which lists you are currently a member of, just sent a message to  LISTSERV@LIST.3GPP.ORG with the following single line of text in the body of the message:
QUERY *

Email archives:
All 3GPP lists have an associated archive of every email sent via that list. Information on how to access the archive are sent to you when you subscribe to the list. This means that if you have temporary email problems, or have just joined the group, you can check to see if you have missed any messages. The easiest was to search the archive is first to request a list of all messages sent to the particular group you are interested in. For example, to get a list of message sent via the 3GPP_TSG_T_WG3 list between 1st January 1999 and the current date, send the following command to LISTSERV@LIST.3GPP.ORG:
search * in 3GPP_TSG_T_WG3 since January 1999
As well as a list of message subjects, you receive instructions about how to retrieve the messages.
It is expected that a more user-friendly interface will be made available (by Q2 1999) to access the email archives. When available, it will be accessed at http://list.3gpp.org/
Meeting invitations and meeting calendar:
The central location for all information relating to the 3GPP meeting calendar and the corresponding meeting invitations can be found at: http://www.3gpp.org/Meetings.htm
In particular, the meeting invitations to all WG3 meeting will be made available under the directory: ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/TSG_T/WG3_USIM/INVITATIONS/
Documents on the server:
All documents submitted to T3 meetings will be made available on the 3GPP document server in a directory (related to the number of the meeting) under: ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/TSG_T/WG3_USIM/ 
e.g. the documents for  T3 meeting #1 can be found at: ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/TSG_T/WG3_USIM/TSGT3_01
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ANNEX E		List of action point
During the meeting, the following action point were identified:
Reference
Action required
Responsible
APT3#1-1
Elaboration of requirements for USIM version management 
GM
APT3#1-2
Elaboration of requirements for access conditions for multiple mobile applications 
SW, GM, BB. (BB to lead)
APT3#1-3
requirements for variable length of security related parameters 
-
APT3#1-4
Elaboration of requirements for profile exchange between USIM and terminal 
YH
APT3#1-5
Elaboration of requirements for call details
YH


